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A Ix t.rac t 
The injector chain for the EUTERPE electron storage 
ring consists of a 10 MeV linear accelerator, a 70 MeV 
racetrack microt,ron and t.wo connecting beam lines. The 
aim is to st.c)rc’ 200 mA hear11 current in the 400 MeV 
ring. The injection procedure. including t,he beam cur- 
rcant. require~r-1ent.s and the t,iming considrrations for thr 
pre-accelerators, will bc df5cribrd. Lifetime calculations 
of t11ca circulat.ing braIn at. tlip injrction energy of 70 hZeV 
will be given. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

At the Eindhoven 1Jniversit.y of Technology (EUT), a 
400 MeV electron storage ring ElJTERPE is being 
constructed(l]. The ring with a circumference of 40 1x1 
has 32 quadrupole and 12 dipolr magnets, and 2 m long 
dispersion free straight sections useful for insert,ion devices 
(undulators and wigglers), see fig. I. A special by-pass line 
for small apc~rture insertion drviccs is foreseen. The aim of 
ElITElWE i:i, on the one hid, t,o be a t,esi. instrurrieut for 
accelerator s1:udie.s in general, including t,hrb st,udy of spe- 
cial insartioll dt,vices, and on the ot,hrr hand, t,o provide 
possibilities for research employing synchrotron radiation. 
This is to hc carried out, in a universit,y mvironmmt, with 
student, involvement from any phase of t,heir program. 

The inject,or of EIJTERPE is a 70 MeV racet,rack mi- 
crotron whicli is also being built[2] at, EllT. This machine 
is injected from a 10 Me\’ (medical) linac. Thea barn cur- 

Figure 1. Layout of the ElJTERPE storage ring 

rent from the linac is too low to permit single turn injection 
into the ring. The common multiturn damping injection 
is possible for EIJTERPE, however the datnping action is 
small at 70 MeV. In order to collect 200 mA beam current 
in the ring multiturn injection with an adjustable closed 
orbit has been considered. The electron beam behaviour 
during the injection time has been simulated with the pro- 
gram DIMAD. The tracking results indicate that a small 
beam current, from t,lre injc.ct,ors can continuously be iti- 
jetted into the ring in this low energy injection process. 
III this paper, t,he det,ails about, the injection procedure 
will be described. The beam current requirements and the 
timing considerations for the pre-accelerators will be dis- 
cussed. The effects of beam-gas scattering and intra-beam 
scattering at t,he low inject.ion energy will be given. 

2 INJECTORS AND BEAM 
TRANSFER LINES 

Thr raceback Iriicrotron consists of I.wo 180” hending mag- 
nct,s and a 5 I’vl~~\~ rf acct4t,rat.ing cavity. The injector linac 
l)rovitfrs 50 pulses per second with a pulse current of 30 
mA and with a pulsc~ duration of 2.2 pS. The rrricrotrorl 
and the linac have the same operating frequency of 3000 
MHz. They are each irldel)f~tiif’~lrtly powrared hy separate 
magnetrons. We invest,igate the possibility to couple some 
power of the linac magnetron irih thr one for the mi- 
crotron cavity. in order to phase lock this with the first 
one. This will lead to synchronous acceleration of electron 
bunches in both linac and microtron. Alternatively, accel- 
eration through both machines is possible as long as the 
two magnetrons have a sufficient coherence time period. 
The linac emit,tance is 9 mmmrad at 10 MeV, however the 
relative energy spread is quite large, 10%. The microtron 
can only accept 1% relative energy spread; the absolute 
spread remains constant during arreleration[2]. The out- 
coming energy from the microtron is very insensitive to 
cavity voltage instabilities. The main parameters of the 
microtron and the linac are listed in Table 1. 

The pre-accelerators and the storage ring will be corl- 
netted with two transfer lines. Transfer line I connects the 
linac and the microtron. It is an antisymmetrical system 
with double achromatic behaviour consisting of two bend- 
ing magnets and a quadrupole triplet. Two 30’ dipoles 
translate the beam coming out of the linac by 40 cm in 
the vertical plane and into the microtron median plane. 
Transfer line 2 connects the microtron and the storage 
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Table 1: Main parameters of linac and tnicrotron 
1 Linac 1 Microtron 

Injection Energy 1 10 MeV 
Extraction htrgy 10 MeV 
Average Pulse Current 30 mA 
Energy Spread 10% 
Pulse Duration 2.2 /IS 
Rf Frequency 3000 MHz 
Emittance 9 mmmrad 

70 MeV 
6 mA 
0.15% 
2.2 1’9 

3000 MHz 
0.6 mtnmrad 

ring. It consists of a symmetrical magnet system with 
achromatic behaviour and two quadrupole doublets. Since 
the microtron is at right angles with respect. to the injec- 
tion straight, section in the ring, and since the bram exits 
the microtron at an angle of 9.5’, a double achromatic 
section bends the beam by 67” towards the ring. The re- 
maining bending is done by a magnetic septum, with an 
effective Iength of 10 cm, a field of 0.46 1’ and a deflection 
angle of 200 rnrad, and by ate electric sept.utri iii t.he ring. 

It has an eff~ctiv~~~ length of 30 cm a deflection angle of 
32 mrad corresponding to an elect.ric field of 75 kV/cnl at, 
70 MeV. A quadrupoie doubl~~t is used for matching tilt, 
injected beam ;it the entranctb of thp ring. 

3 1NJ:ECTION PROCEDURE 

Injection into the ring takes place in the horizontal plane. 
Three fast kickers will be installed in ElTTERPE for shift- 
ing the closed orhit in the horizont,al dircrtion in the itI- 
jection section. Table 2 lists the main parameters of the 
kickers. The kick action of the quadrupoles, resulting from 
the integral over t.he magnetic field with rcspcct t,o the or- 
bit location, has been taken into account. 

3. 1 i\/lult,it. urn Injection wit11 il Fix-r-d Locally 
Shiftctf Closetf Orhit 

Prior to the injection the kickers have brt~ swit,ched on. 

The normal orbit is then displaced to the new position as 
shown in fig. 2. For betatron tunes i/,=2.57, 1/,=1.63, and 
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Figure 2: The shifted closed orbits 
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Figure :I: The ~)hase space contours of jjtjwteci hem 

for kicker st.rength values corresponding to 5.0, 4.9 and 4.4 

mrad respectively, the normal closed orbit will be shifted 
like the displaced orbit 2 in fig. 2. 

The lrr~arrl will be injrrt,rd on axis in the vertical plants 
and off ;txis in t,he horizc-mtjal plane hy a separat,ion w.r t 
the unshift,ed orbit of x=-2.1 cm Fig. 3 shows the evo- 
lution of t,lith ii!jertfsd Ix~af11 i11 the horizontal phase sIxtc(’ 
which is obtained by a tracking simulation The rrnitt.anrr~ 

:~r~~~a of t tit> injc~ct~~~l l!~~an~ is 0 fi mmI1Ir;td t,ht,rcT. Front fig. 
3, it can be seen that the injected beam bunch will collide 
with the septum after five turns. If the fast kickers are 
switched off in the time interval between the fourth and 
fifth turn, the shifted closed orbit will rapidly return to 
the normal situation. Thus, the total five turn injection 
will be finished within this inj&ion titnts 

-3.2 C’or~tinrro~~s lz~jeclion Lrrif.f~ an ,4tfjn.st~aI~I~~ 
Lomll~y Shiftd C’losd orhit 

From fig. 3, it is clear that if, after four turns, the displaced 
closed orbit is shift,ed by aboul 2 mm or more towards the 
normal closed orbit, as depicted for the displaced orbit I 
in fig. 2, once niorf’ fivf, t,urn injection ran be realized 
without beam colliding with thf septum. In this way a 
continuous collection of the low injection current can be 
obtained which facilitates the requirements for the current 
ofthe injector. If the shifted closed orbit is moved by 3 tnm 
every 5 turns, more than 15 turn injection can be realized 
in EUTERPE in one pulse of the linac. For convenience 
the closed orbit can be shifted linearly. Then, the mag- 
netic field of the kickers haz a shape rr$ shown in Fig. 4 
In transverse phase space, the injected beam moves along 
a spiral with a centre moving towards the normal closed 
orbit. 

4 THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 
BEAM CURRENT OF THE 

PRE-ACCELERATORS 

A circulating beam current of 200 tnA in the ring is 
equivalent to 1.66 x 10 I’ electrons. The linac output, 30 
mA macropulse current, where the macropulse is 2.2 11s 
long with a pulse repetition frequency of 50 Hz, implies 
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Figurt‘ 4: T11e diagram for the timing cmtroi 

Table 2: Kicker Parameters _ 
Quantity 3 
Energy 70 MeV 
Deflection 5-10 mrad 
Magnetic Field 12-24 mT 
Rise Time 100 ns 
Down Time 50 us 
Pulse Duration 2.2,rs 
Effective Length 10 cm 

4.2 x 10” electrons per pulse. Ilence the number of elec- 
trons in one linac pulse exceeds the number of arcumulated 
plpctrons in t,t1(, st,orage ring at 200 nlA Ily a fact,or of 2.5. 
However these can not all 1~ used. The energy spread 
(10%) and ph;lse spread of t,hc liriac is too large to be ac- 
crpted by tht= microtron. WP estimate a factor of :i will 
I,c lost (Tl1is is then done deliberatrly in ii dispersive sec- 
tion of the beam guiding syst,em from linac to niicrotron). 
This means WC‘ ncctl 4 liunc pulses for 200 r11A assuming 
50% inject,il,n rficiency in the ring. Moreover we want 
to use the full 2.2 11s inject.ion tinre of each pulse. Sitlc~~ 
the etrctron revolution frequency in the ring is 7.5 MHz, 
this implies 15 turn injtrcoion for earh linac pulscx. This is 
only possible wit.11 ii very good emitt,ancc of the linac and 
tllicrnl,ron I~wI~I. In the transfer line a switch directs the 
linac beam I:0 t,hc microtron during th+ few t,imes it. is used 
for irljectiori into the synchrolron ring. 

The estimated energy sprPa.d on the beam extracted 
frown t,he nlirrot,ron is O.lS%[‘l]. Anolhctr factor affert- 
ing the energy spread result8s from foil scat,teriug. For the 
injt,ction of EllTERPE an aluminum foil in front of the 
electric sept,urn separates the storage ring vacuum system 
ivit,h a vacuum condition of lo-” Torr from the vacuum 
system of the microtron and the transfer line with a pres- 
sure of 10-l’ Torr. Electrons of a definik energy passing 
t,hrough a foil of matter lose energy due to inelastic col- 
lisions with atomic electrons and due to the emission of 
bremsstrahlurlg in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. This 
cnrrgy loss for the 70 MeV electrons has Bern estimated 
by means of Ihe formulae and plot given by Knop and 
Paul131: SE’ X 12.211 (Me\‘) where h is the foil thickness 

(in cm). Suppose the thickness of the aluminum foil is 0.1 
mm, then 6E sz O.l22(Mel’). The energy spread because 
of this at the entrance of the ring is 6E/E =: 0.17%. 

In the tracking simulation a certain momentum spread 
(6E/E= f0.5%) h as been taken into account. From fig. 
3, it can be seen that the behaviour of these electrons will 
be slightly different during the injection process, because 
of the chr0maticit.y sextupoles in the lattice of the ring. 
This indicates that the momentum spread is not sensitive 
for the injection in EUTERPE. 

5 THE EFFECTS OF GAS 
SCATTERING AND INTRA-BEAM 

SCATTERING ON THE INJECTION 
PROCESS 

The residual gas scattering and intra-beam scattering are 
the serious limiting effects on the lifetime of the beam for 
existing small and medium size electron storage rings[4]. 
At low energy, for high density circulating bunches, the 
scatting growth rates are large and the radiation damping 
rates are small. For ELJTERPE the damping times are of 
the order of 5 seconds at the injection energy of 70 MeV. 
With the romputer program ZAP[5] estimated equilibrium 
emittance values are about a factor of 400 larger than the 
rratural ones. Correspondingly the beam size is about 4.5 
mm and the beam lifetime is about 45 minutes due to the 
intra-beam scattering. The residual gas scattering mainly 
depends on the elastic scattering during the injection time. 
The calculat.ed gz~ scat,tering lifetime is about, 25 minutes 
assuming a pressure I nTorr of nitrogen gas. This offers 
enough time for acceleration to high energy. Therefore the 
effects of the gas scattering and the intra-beam scattering 
on the inject.ion of the ring will not play an important role. 

6 CONCLI.JSION 

III this paper we havt, grven a procedure for storing 200 
mA beam in our ring, making use of a microtron and a 
(medical) injert.or linar providing 30 mA pulses. Lifetime 
and damping at the low injraction energy are sufficient for 
this purpose. 
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